
  

 

 

 

 

 

How does a General Election actually work? 

The UK is a liberal democracy. This means that we democratically elect politicians, who 

represent our interests. It also involves that individual rights are protected.  

The type of liberal democracy we have is a constitutional monarchy, where the powers of 

the monarch are limited by the terms and conditions put down in the constitution. 

 

 

Parliamentary system 

The UK has a parliamentary system of democratic governance. Unlike presidential and 

semi-presidential systems, there is an interconnection between the legislative (law-

making) and executive (law-enforcing) branches of government in a parliamentary 

system. In the UK, this means that the executive (consisting of the Queen and the 

governments of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland) is accountable to the 

legislature or Parliament (House of Commons, House of Lords and devolved Assemblies in 

Wales and Northern Ireland).  

Appointed Prime Minister (or chancellor) as Head of Government and a monarch (or 

ceremonial president) as Head of State. 

 
 

 

First-Past-The-Post 

Members of Parliament in the House of Commons are elected using the first-past-the-

post electoral system. Each of the 650 voting constituencies in the UK are represented by 

an MP. During the general and most local elections, the candidate with most of the votes 

becomes the local representative. Candidates campaign door-to-door, hold debates and 

publish manifestos (comparable to shopping list of what they are planning to do once 

they are in power). Eligible voters, about 46m in the UK, receive their polling card once 

they register online, or they can vote by post.  

Party with most of the votes is invited by the Queen to form a government. If there is no 

clear winner, there is a hung Parliament. In this case, a minority or coalition government 

can be formed. A minority government does not have an overall majority in Parliament. A 

coalition government means that two or more political parties agree to share power in 

government. If that does not work out, new elections may be called.  
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  European Commission 

Introduction 

The Commission is the driving force of the EU and has many different responsibilities.  It is the only 

institution that has the power to propose EU laws and is also responsible for enforcing them. It operates at a 

supranational level and manages much of the day-to-day running of the EU.  It has the financial powers to 

draft the EU budget and distribute EU money to member states.  It also has a role representing all the 

members collectively in the negotiation of treaties and the enlargement of the EU. It sits in on all decisions 

made about common foreign, justice and home affairs policy and when members don’t implement EU law, it 

can take legal action against them.  It has often been a focus for public attention because of its far reaching 

powers and the fact that it is not directly accountable to the electorate, leading to claims of a democratic 

deficit. 

 

History 

The Commission was set up under the articles of the Treaty of Rome (1957) giving it wide ranging de facto 

powers which it has expanded as the authority of the EU has spread. Its influence has changed over the 

years, largely depending upon the character of its President.  Walter Hallstein (1958-67) is credited with 

having got the European project off the ground, while Jacques Delors (1985-94) moved the integration 

process forward rapidly during his Presidency. In the late 1990s, the Commission was mired in scandal 

surrounding allegations of abuse of power and corruption.  In 1999, this led to the mass resignation of 

Jacques Santer’s Commission following pressure from the European Parliament. Commission Presidents were 

previously nominated by heads of state and government, and approved by the European Parliament. As of 

the 2014 European Parliament elections, in an attempt to make the process more democratic, the major 

political groups now nominate a lead candidate, or “Spitzenkandidat”, for the post, who is then approved by 

the Parliament. The current President of the Commission is the former Prime Minister of Luxembourg, Jean-

Claude Juncker, who was nominated as lead candidate of the European People’s Party, the largest party in 

the European Parliament. 

 

How does the European Commission work? 

The Commission is made up of 28 Commissioners, one from each member state. Each Commissioner is 

responsible for setting and managing EU policy in a particular area – such as trade, education or transport. 

The Commissioners serve a term of five years. They are appointed by national governments and then 

confirmed by a vote in the European Parliament. The Treaty of Rome emphasises the independence of 

Commissioners.  While they are in the post they must show no allegiance to their home country. Over 2,000 

permanent EU civil servants based in Brussels carry out the work of the Commission within 33 Directorates-

General, which deal with all areas of economic and social policy as well as external affairs, the management 

of the EU itself and services such as legal advice and translation.  Each Commissioner is supported by his or 

her own cabinet of advisors. 

 

The UK’s Commissioner is currently Lord Hill of Oareford, who is responsible for overseeing the EU’s financial 

services sector. Such a prized position was unexpected, after Prime Minister David Cameron strongly 

opposed Jean-Claude Juncker’s presidency, but it was seen as an olive branch, with the intention of keeping 

Britain inside the EU. 
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Arguments 

For 

 A powerful central bureaucracy means that member states can come together to create policies that 

they might not have the will to make on their own. 

 The EU is run by experts from all twenty-seven member states who are able to pool their abilities in 

the Commission.  They are above national politics. 

 The Commission bureaucracy is relatively small, yet achieves a great deal. 

Against 

 The Commission’s accountability is unclear because there is no direct election of Commissioners. 

 A centralised Commission is distant from European citizens’ everyday lives. 

 

 “National parliaments… should be able to show a red card, so the Commission can be blocked in its tendency 

to over-regulate.” 

Frits Bolkestein, Internal Market Commissioner, 1999-2004  

(NB: a system of ‘yellow cards’ and ‘orange cards’ was introduced in the Lisbon Treaty (2007) through which 

national parliaments can question the actions of the Commission.) 

 

“Nothing has really changed and one wonders what this Commission has been doing the past five years…not 

only the Commission, but also other institutions, such as the Parliament, need a drastic shake-up.” 

Paul van Buitenen MEP, 2004 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Technical Terms 
 

 Democratic deficit: a term describing the lack of accountability to voters in the way the EU operates. 
 Supranationalism: a form of organisation through which decisions are made by international institutions, not 

by individual states. 
 Intergovernmental: a form of international organisation where governments work together to achieve shared 

goals. 
 De facto: existing in practise, but not necessarily in law. 

Links 

 http://ec.europa.eu/index_en.htm 
 http://ec.europa.eu/commission_2010-2014/index_en.htm 
 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-27761539 
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